
AP Calculus AB EXPONENTIAL GROWTH & DECAY

an application for separatio-n of variables: A special differential equation is defined by the statement: "A positive

, tantity y increases (or decreases) at a rate that at any time , t, is proportional to the amount present". This provides

-or the relationship given by
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'' Use separation of variables to solve this differential equation.

We will now apply this to several problems:

1. The population of a country is growing at a rate proportional to its population. The growth rate per yea r is 4% of
the current population.

a. Write a differential equation to model this scenario.

b. How long will it take for the population to double?

Suppose that an initial population of 10,000 bacterial grows exponentially at a rate of 2% per hour and that y = y(t) is
the numberof bacteria present t-hours later.
a. Find an initial value problem whose solution is y(t)
b. Find a formula for y(t)
c. HoW long does it take for the population of bacterial to reach 45,000?
d. How long does it take for the initial populatioir to double?

2. The bacteria in a certain culture increases continuously at a rate proportional to the number present.
a. Write a differential equation to model this.

b. lf the number triples in 5 hours, how many will there be in 12 hours?

c. ln how many hours will the original number quadruple?



4.Radium-226decaysatarateproportionaltot
for one quarter of a given quantity of radium-226 to decay? ,

5.Supposeamaterialdecaysatarateproportionaltothequ,ntii
years ago. lf there are 2400 grams now, what is the half-life?

6.SupposeabacteriapopulationgroWsatarateproportionalto
and 1000 bacteria 1 day ago. How many bacteria willthere be tomorrow?

1\
)

Abacteriacultureinitiallycontains100cellsandgrowsafarateproportionii
has increased to 420. a) Find an expression for the number of bacteria after t hours. b) Find the number of bacteria ,r
^++^-, L^.,-^ ^l r:-J rL^ --!^ ^r ---, tt ttafter 3 hours. c) Find the rate of growth after 3 hours. d) When will the population reach 10,000? t.

Polonium-210isaradioactiveelementwithahalf-lifeof140days.Rssume
placed in a lead container and that y(t) is the number of milligrams present t-days later.
a. Find an initial value problem whose solution is y(t)
b. Find a formula for y(t)
c. How many milligrams will be present after 10 weeks?
d. How long will it take for70% of the originalsample to decay?

8.Therateofchangeofthesurfaceareaofacube,A,withrespecttotime,i
of one-sixth of the surface area. Write a differential equation to describe this relationship. cooL
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We will now apply this to several problems:

2. The bacteria in a certain culture increases
a. Write a diff_erential equation to modelffi
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b. lf the number triples in 6 hours. how many will there be in L2 hours?
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c. ln how many-hours will the original number quadruple?
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The population of a country is growing at a rate proportional to its popdlation. The growth rate per year is 4% ot
current
a. Wrhe a differential equation to model this scenario. lr.
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Suppose that an initial population of 10,000 bacterial grows
the numberof bacteria present t-hours later.

of 2o/o per hqqr and that y = y(t) is

c. How long does it take for the pofulation of bacterial to reach 45,000? ,#v1i.zo
, O. How long does it take for the initial population to double.?
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4' Radium-226 decays at a rate proportional to the quantity present. lts half-life is 161-2 years. Hornriong will it takeforonequarterofagivenquantityofradium-226todecaY?,ffi.l,^wtquarter of a given quantity of radium-226 to decay?
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5. Suppose a materialdecays at a rate proportionalto the quantity of the material and there were 2500 grams 10
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6.SupposeabacteriapopulationgroWsataratepropo@n.Therewere200bacteriasdaysago
and 1000 bacteria , orlX: 
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)A bacteria culture initially contains 100 cells and grows at a rate proportional to its size. After an ho7.'Abacteriacultureinitiallycontains100cellsandgrowsatarateproportionaltoitssize.Afteranhouffi
) has increased to 420. a) Find an expression for the number of bacteria after t hours. b) Find the number of bacteria

after 3 hours. c) Find the rate of growth after 3 hours. d) when will the population
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Polonium-21O is a radioactive element with a half-life of 140 days. Assume that 10 milligrams of the element are
placed in a lead container and that y(t) is the number of milligrams present t-days later.
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c. How many milligrams will be present after 10 weeks?
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d. How long will it take for 7O% of the original sample to decay?
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8. The rate of change of the surface area of a proportional to
area. Write a differential equation to describe this relat'ronr|,i 
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